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The quasi-linear problems on Hardy inequality have been studied extensively, either in the smooth bounded domain or in the whole space $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Define the energy functional associated to problem ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We obtain the following result.
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                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$s>s_{\max}$\end{document}$. Consequently, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$\Phi(s)$\end{document}$ attains its maximum at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$s_{\max}$\end{document}$, that is, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \Phi(s_{\max})={}&\biggl(1-\frac{\beta}{\beta_{1}}\biggr)\biggl\{ \biggl[ \frac {(\beta_{1} -\beta)(p-p^{*}) \Vert u \Vert ^{p}}{\beta_{1} \lambda(q-p^{*}) \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{q}\,dx}\biggr]^{\frac{1}{q-p}}\biggr\} ^{p-p^{*}} \Vert u \Vert ^{p} \\ &{}-\lambda\biggl\{ \biggl[\frac{(\beta_{1} -\beta)(p-p^{*}) \Vert u \Vert ^{p}}{ \beta_{1} \lambda(q-p^{*})\int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{q}\,dx}\biggr]^{\frac{1}{q-p}}\biggr\} ^{q-p^{*}} \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{q}\,dx \\ ={}&\biggl(\frac{(\beta_{1} -\beta )(p-p^{*})}{\beta_{1}(q-p^{*})}\biggr)^{\frac{q-p^{*}}{q-p}}\biggl(\frac{q-p}{p-p^{*}}\biggr) \frac{ \Vert u \Vert ^{\frac{p(q-p^{*})}{q-p}}}{ (\lambda\int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{q}\,dx)^{\frac{p-p^{*}}{q-p}}}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Since $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \widetilde{\Phi}(s)&:=s^{p-p^{*}} \Vert u \Vert ^{p}-\beta s^{p-p^{*}} \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha-p}\,dx-\lambda s^{q-p^{*}} \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{q}\,dx \\ &\geq s^{p-p^{*}}\biggl(1-\frac{\beta}{\beta_{1}}\biggr) \Vert u \Vert ^{p}-\lambda s^{q-p^{*}} \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{q}\,dx. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

By ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and ([2.5](#Equ10){ref-type=""}), we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} &\widetilde{\Phi}(s_{\max}) - \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx \\ &\quad\geq\Phi(s_{\max}) - \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx \\ &\quad=\biggl(\frac{(\beta_{1} -\beta)(p-p^{*})}{\beta_{1} (q-p^{*})}\biggr)^{\frac{q-p^{*}}{q-p}} \biggl(\frac{q-p}{p-p^{*}} \biggr)\frac{ \Vert u \Vert ^{\frac{p(q-p^{*})}{q-p}}}{ (\lambda\int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{q}\,dx) ^{\frac{p-p^{*}}{q-p}}}- \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx \\ &\quad>\biggl(\frac{(\beta_{1} -\beta)(p-p^{*})}{\beta_{1} (q-p^{*})}\biggr)^{\frac{q-p^{*}}{q-p}} \biggl(\frac{q-p}{p-p^{*}} \biggr)\frac{ \Vert u \Vert ^{\frac{p(q-p^{*})}{q-p}}}{ [\lambda \vert \Omega \vert ^{\frac{p^{*}-q}{p^{*}}}(\int_{\Omega } \vert u \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx)^{\frac{q}{p^{*}}}]^{\frac{p-p^{*}}{q-p}} }- \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx \\ &\quad= \biggl\{ \biggl(\frac{(\beta_{1} -\beta)(p-p^{*})}{\beta_{1} (q-p^{*})}\biggr)^{\frac{q-p^{*}}{q-p}} \biggl( \frac{q-p}{p-p^{*}}\biggr)\frac{1}{ [\lambda \vert \Omega \vert ^{\frac{p^{*}-q}{p^{*}}}]^{\frac{p-p^{*}}{q-p}}} \biggl(\frac{ \Vert u \Vert ^{p}}{ (\int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx)^{\frac{p}{p^{*}}}} \biggr)^{\frac {q-p^{*}}{q-p}}-1\biggr\} \\ &\qquad{}\times\int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx \\ &\quad\geq \biggl\{ \biggl(\frac{(\beta_{1} -\beta)(p-p^{*})}{\beta_{1} (q-p^{*})}\biggr)^{\frac{q-p^{*}}{q-p}} \biggl( \frac{q-p}{p-p^{*}}\biggr)\frac{1}{ [\lambda \vert \Omega \vert ^{\frac{p^{*}-q}{p^{*}}}]^{\frac{p-p^{*}}{q-p}}} S_{\mu,0}^{\frac{q-p^{*}}{q-p}}-1 \biggr\} \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx \\ &\quad>0, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$0<\lambda<T_{1}$\end{document}$. Thus, there exist constants $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$s^{+}$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$s^{-}$\end{document}$ such that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$0< s^{+}=s^{+}(u)< s_{\max}< s^{-}=s^{-}(u),\quad s^{+}u\in\mathcal {N}_{\lambda}^{+} \mbox{ and } s^{-}u\in\mathcal{N}_{\lambda}^{-}. $$\end{document}$$

\(ii\) We prove that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\mathcal{N}_{\lambda}^{0}=\emptyset$\end{document}$ for all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\lambda\in(0,T_{1})$\end{document}$. By contradiction, assume that there exists $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$u_{0}\neq 0$\end{document}$ such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$u_{0}\in\mathcal{N}_{\lambda}^{0}$\end{document}$. From ([2.1](#Equ6){ref-type=""}), we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \Vert u_{0} \Vert ^{p}- \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{0} \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx- \beta \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{0} \vert ^{p} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha-p}\,dx-\lambda \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{0} \vert ^{q}\,dx=0, $$\end{document}$$ combining with ([2.3](#Equ8){ref-type=""}), we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \bigl(p-p^{*}\bigr) \Vert u_{0} \Vert ^{p}=\bigl(p-p^{*}\bigr)\beta \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{0} \vert ^{p} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha-p}\,dx +\bigl(p^{*}-q\bigr)\lambda \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{0} \vert ^{q}\,dx. $$\end{document}$$ Equations ([2.6](#Equ11){ref-type=""}) and ([2.7](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) imply that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$(p-q) \Vert u_{0} \Vert ^{p}-(p-q)\beta \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{0} \vert ^{p} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha-p}\,dx= \bigl(p^{*}-q\bigr) \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{0} \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx, $$\end{document}$$ that is, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{0} \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx \geq\frac{p-q}{p^{*}-q} \biggl(1-\frac{\beta}{\beta_{1}}\biggr) \Vert u_{0} \Vert ^{p}. $$\end{document}$$ Similarly, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\bigl(p-p^{*}\bigr) \Vert u_{0} \Vert ^{p}- \bigl(p-p^{*}\bigr)\beta \int_{\Omega } \vert u_{0} \vert ^{p} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha-p}\,dx =\lambda\bigl(q-p^{*}\bigr) \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{0} \vert ^{q}\,dx, $$\end{document}$$ that is, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \lambda \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{0} \vert ^{q}\,dx \geq\frac{p-p^{*}}{q-p^{*}}\biggl(1-\frac {\beta}{\beta_{1}}\biggr) \Vert u_{0} \Vert ^{p}. $$\end{document}$$

Note that ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) holds for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
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                \begin{document}$u\in\mathcal{N}_{\lambda}^{0}\backslash\{0\} $\end{document}$. Then $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \Theta&:=\frac{( \vert \Omega \vert ^{\frac{p^{*} -q}{p^{*}}})^{\frac {p-p^{*}}{q-p}}}{S_{\mu,0}^{\frac{q-p^{*}}{q-p}}} \frac{ \Vert u_{0} \Vert ^{\frac{p(q-p^{*})}{q-p}}}{(\int_{\Omega}(u_{0}^{+})^{q} \,dx)^{\frac {p-p^{*}}{q-p}}}- \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{0} \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx \\ &>\biggl[\frac{1}{S_{\mu,0}^{\frac{q-p^{*}}{q-p}}}\biggl(\frac{ \Vert u_{0} \Vert ^{p}}{(\int _{\Omega} \vert u_{0} \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx)^{\frac{p}{p^{*}}}}\biggr)^{\frac{q-p^{*}}{q-p}}-1 \biggr] \int _{\Omega} \vert u_{0} \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx \geq0. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

It follows from ([2.8](#Equ13){ref-type=""}) and ([2.9](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \Theta&=\frac{( \vert \Omega \vert ^{\frac{p^{*} -q}{p^{*}}})^{\frac {p-p^{*}}{q-p}}}{S_{\mu,0}^{\frac{q-p^{*}}{q-p}}} \lambda^{\frac{p-p^{*}}{q-p}}\frac{ \Vert u_{0} \Vert ^{\frac {p(q-p^{*})}{q-p}}}{(\lambda\int_{\Omega}(u_{0}^{+})^{q} \,dx)^{\frac {p-p^{*}}{q-p}}}- \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{0} \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx \\ &\leq\frac{( \vert \Omega \vert ^{\frac{p^{*} -q}{p^{*}}})^{\frac{p-p^{*}}{q-p}}}{S_{\mu ,0}^{\frac{q-p^{*}}{q-p}}} \lambda^{\frac{p-p^{*}}{q-p}}\frac{ \Vert u_{0} \Vert ^{p}}{[(\frac {p-p^{*}}{q-p^{*}})(1-\frac{\beta}{\beta_{1}})]^{\frac{p-p^{*}}{q-p}}}-\biggl( \frac {p-q}{p^{*} -q}\biggr) \biggl(1-\frac{\beta}{\beta_{1}}\biggr) \Vert u_{0} \Vert ^{p} \\ &=\biggl[\frac{( \vert \Omega \vert ^{\frac{p^{*} -q}{p^{*}}})^{\frac{p-p^{*}}{q-p}}}{S_{\mu ,0}^{\frac{q-p^{*}}{q-p}}} \frac{\lambda^{\frac{p-p^{*}}{q-p}}}{[(\frac{p-p^{*}}{q-p^{*}})(1-\frac{\beta }{\beta_{1}})]^{\frac{p-p^{*}}{q-p}}}-\biggl(\frac{p-q}{p^{*} -q}\biggr) \biggl(1-\frac{\beta }{\beta_{1}}\biggr)\biggr] \Vert u_{0} \Vert ^{p} \\ &< 0, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$0<\lambda<T_{1}$\end{document}$. This is a contradiction. □

Lemma 2.2 {#FPar5}
---------

$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$I_{\lambda}$\end{document}$ *is coercive and bounded below on* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\mathcal{N}_{\lambda}$\end{document}$.

Proof {#FPar6}
-----

For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$u\in\mathcal{N}_{\lambda}$\end{document}$, we can deduce from ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and ([2.5](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} I_{\lambda}(u)&=\frac{1}{p} \Vert u \Vert ^{p}- \frac{\beta}{p} \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha-p}\,dx- \frac{1}{p^{*}} \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx - \frac{\lambda}{q} \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{q}\,dx \\ &=\biggl(\frac{1}{p}-\frac{1}{p^{*}}\biggr) \Vert u \Vert ^{p} -\biggl(\frac{1}{p}-\frac{1}{p^{*}}\biggr)\beta \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha-p}\,dx-\biggl(\frac{1}{q}-\frac{1}{p^{*}}\biggr)\lambda \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{q}\,dx \\ &\geq\biggl(\frac{1}{p}-\frac{1}{p^{*}}\biggr) \biggl(1- \frac{\beta}{\beta_{1}}\biggr) \Vert u \Vert ^{p}-\lambda \biggl( \frac{1}{q}-\frac{1}{p^{*}}\biggr) \vert \Omega \vert ^{\frac{p^{*} -q}{p^{*}}}S_{\mu,0}^{-\frac{q}{p}} \Vert u \Vert ^{q}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Note that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$1< q< p$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$0<\beta<\beta_{1}$\end{document}$, we see that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$I_{\lambda}$\end{document}$ is coercive and bounded below on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\mathcal{N}_{\lambda}$\end{document}$. □

From Lemma [2.1](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}, we know that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal{N}_{\lambda}^{+}$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal {N}_{\lambda}^{-}$\end{document}$ are nonempty. Furthermore, taking into account Lemma [2.2](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}, we define $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\kappa_{\lambda}=\inf_{u\in\mathcal{N}_{\lambda}}I_{\lambda}(u), \qquad\kappa _{\lambda}^{+}=\inf_{u\in\mathcal{N}_{\lambda}^{+}}I_{\lambda}(u),\qquad \kappa_{\lambda}^{-}=\inf_{u\in\mathcal{N}_{\lambda}^{-}}I_{\lambda }(u). $$\end{document}$$

Lemma 2.3 {#FPar7}
---------

$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\kappa_{\lambda}\leq\kappa_{\lambda}^{+}<0$\end{document}$.

Proof {#FPar8}
-----

For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$u\in\mathcal{N}_{{\lambda}}^{+}$\end{document}$, using ([2.1](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) and ([2.2](#Equ7){ref-type=""}), we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$(p-q) \Vert u \Vert ^{p}-(p-q)\beta \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha-p}\,dx >\bigl(p^{*}-q\bigr) \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx $$\end{document}$$ and $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$(p-q) \Vert u \Vert ^{p}\biggl(1-\frac{\beta}{\beta_{1}}\biggr)> \bigl(p^{*}-q\bigr) \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx, $$\end{document}$$ that is, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx< \frac{p-q}{p^{*}-q}\biggl(1-\frac{\beta}{\beta _{1}}\biggr) \Vert u \Vert ^{p}. $$\end{document}$$ By ([2.10](#Equ15){ref-type=""}), we get $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} I_{\lambda}(u)&=\biggl(\frac{1}{p}-\frac{1}{q}\biggr) \Vert u \Vert ^{p}- \biggl(\frac{1}{p}-\frac{1}{q}\biggr) \beta \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha-p}\,dx -\biggl(\frac{1}{p^{*}}-\frac{1}{q}\biggr) \int_{\Omega} \vert u \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx \\ &< \biggl(\frac{1}{p}-\frac{1}{q}\biggr) \biggl(1- \frac{\beta}{\beta_{1}}\biggr) \Vert u \Vert ^{p}-\biggl( \frac{1}{p^{*}}-\frac{1}{q}\biggr) \biggl(1-\frac{\beta}{\beta_{1}}\biggr) \biggl(\frac{p-q}{p^{*}-q}\biggr) \Vert u \Vert ^{p} \\ &=\biggl(1-\frac{\beta}{\beta_{1}}\biggr) (q-p) \biggl(\frac{1}{qp} - \frac{1}{qp^{*}}\biggr) \Vert u \Vert ^{p} \\ &< 0. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Therefore, we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\kappa_{\lambda}\leq\kappa_{\lambda}^{+}<0$\end{document}$. □

Lemma 2.4 {#FPar9}
---------

*For* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$u\in\mathcal{N}_{\lambda}$\end{document}$, *there exist* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$\varepsilon>0$\end{document}$ *and a differentiable function* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$\widehat {f}=\widehat{f}(\omega): B(0,\varepsilon)\subset W_{0}^{1,p}(\Omega )\longrightarrow\mathbb{R}^{+}$\end{document}$ *such that* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widehat{f}(0)=1,\qquad \widehat{f}(\omega) (u+\omega)\in\mathcal{N}_{\lambda },\quad \forall\omega\in B(0,\varepsilon). $$\end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar10}
-----

Define $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widehat{F}:\mathbb{R}\times W_{0}^{1,p}(\Omega) \longrightarrow\mathbb{R} $$\end{document}$$ as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \widehat{F}(s,\omega)={}&s^{p-q} \int_{\Omega} \biggl( \bigl\vert \nabla(u+\omega) \bigr\vert ^{p}-\mu\frac{ \vert u+\omega \vert ^{p}}{ \vert x \vert ^{p}}\biggr)\,dx -s^{p-q}\beta \int_{\Omega} \vert u+\omega \vert ^{p} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha-p}\,dx \\ & {}-s^{p^{*}-q} \int_{\Omega} \vert u+\omega \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx -\lambda \int_{\Omega} \vert u+\omega \vert ^{q}\,dx, \quad u\in \mathcal{N}_{\lambda}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ It is clear that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
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Lemma 2.5 {#FPar11}
---------
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Proof {#FPar12}
-----

The proof is similar to that of Lemma [2.4](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}, and we omit it here. □

Lemma 2.6 {#FPar13}
---------
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Proof {#FPar14}
-----

It follows from Lemma [2.2](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 2.7 {#FPar15}
---------

see \[[@CR8], [@CR10]\]
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \kappa_{\lambda}^{-}&=\lim_{n\rightarrow\infty } \biggl[I_{\lambda}(u_{n})-\frac{1}{p^{*}}\bigl\langle I_{\lambda }^{\prime}(u_{n}),u_{n}\bigr\rangle \biggr] \\ &\geq\lim_{n\rightarrow\infty}\biggl[ \biggl(\frac{1}{p}- \frac{1}{p^{*}}\biggr) \Vert u_{n} \Vert ^{p} + \biggl(\frac{1}{p^{*}}-\frac{1}{q}\biggr)\lambda \vert \Omega \vert ^{\frac {p^{*}-q}{p^{*}}}S_{\mu,0}^{-\frac{q}{p}} \Vert u_{n} \Vert ^{q}\biggr] \\ &=\lim_{n\rightarrow\infty}\biggl[\frac{1}{N} \Vert u_{n} \Vert ^{p} +\biggl(\frac{1}{p^{*}}- \frac{1}{q}\biggr)\lambda \vert \Omega \vert ^{\frac {p^{*}-q}{p^{*}}}S_{\mu,0}^{-\frac{q}{p}} \Vert u_{n} \Vert ^{q}\biggr] \\ &\geq\frac{1}{N}\biggl( \Vert u \Vert ^{p}+\sum _{j\in\mathcal{J}}\mu_{j} +\mu_{0}-\mu \widetilde{ \chi_{0}}\biggr) +\biggl(\frac{1}{p^{*}}-\frac{1}{q}\biggr) \lambda \vert \Omega \vert ^{\frac {p^{*}-q}{p^{*}}}S_{\mu,0}^{-\frac{q}{p}} \Vert u \Vert ^{q} \\ &\geq\frac{1}{N}S_{\mu,0}^{\frac{N}{p}}+\frac{1}{N} \Vert u \Vert ^{p} +\biggl(\frac{1}{p^{*}}-\frac{1}{q} \biggr)\lambda \vert \Omega \vert ^{\frac {p^{*}-q}{p^{*}}}S_{\mu,0}^{-\frac{q}{p}} \Vert u \Vert ^{q} \\ &= \frac{1}{N}S_{\mu,0}^{\frac{N}{p}}+\frac{1}{N} \Vert u \Vert ^{p} -\frac{p^{*} -q}{p^{*} q}\lambda \vert \Omega \vert ^{\frac{p^{*}-q}{p^{*}}}S_{\mu ,0}^{-\frac{q}{p}} \Vert u \Vert ^{q} \\ &\geq\frac{1}{N}S_{\mu,0}^{\frac{N}{p}}-D\lambda^{\frac{p}{p-q}}, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ where *D* is defined in ([2.18](#Equ23){ref-type=""}). Hence, we conclude that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the following, we need some estimates for the extremal function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 2.9 {#FPar18}
---------
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Proof {#FPar19}
-----
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} h(s_{\epsilon}v_{\epsilon})&\leq\widetilde {h}(S_{\epsilon}) \\ & =\biggl(\frac{1}{p}-\frac{1}{p^{*}}\biggr)\frac{( \Vert v_{\epsilon} \Vert ^{p})^{\frac {p^{*}}{p^{*}-p}}}{ (\int_{\Omega} \vert u_{\epsilon} \vert ^{p^{*}}\,dx)^{\frac{p}{p^{*}-p}}} \\ & =\biggl(\frac{1}{p}-\frac{1}{p^{*}}\biggr)\frac{((S_{\mu,0})^{\frac{N}{p}} +O(\epsilon^{b(\mu)p+p-N}))^{\frac{p^{*}}{p^{*}-p}}}{((S_{\mu,0})^{\frac{N}{p}} +O(\epsilon^{b(\mu)p^{*}-N}))^{\frac{p}{p^{*}-p}}} \\ &\leq\biggl(\frac{1}{p}-\frac{1}{p^{*}}\biggr) \frac{(S_{\mu,0})^{\frac{N}{p}\frac{p^{*}}{p^{*}-p}}}{(S_{\mu,0}) ^{\frac{N}{p}\frac{p}{p^{*}-p}}}+O \bigl(\epsilon^{b(\mu)p+p-N}\bigr) \\ &=\biggl(\frac{1}{p}-\frac{1}{p^{*}}\biggr) (S_{\mu,0})^{\frac{N}{p}}+O \bigl(\epsilon^{p(b(\mu)-\frac{N}{p}+1)}\bigr) \\ &=\Lambda+O\bigl(\epsilon^{p(b(\mu)-\frac{N}{p}+1)}\bigr). \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Therefore, by ([2.27](#Equ32){ref-type=""}), we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} I_{\lambda}(s_{\epsilon}v_{\epsilon})&=h(s_{\epsilon} v_{\epsilon})-\frac{\beta s_{\epsilon}^{p}}{p} \int_{\Omega} \vert v_{\epsilon} \vert ^{p} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha-p}\,dx-\frac{\lambda s_{\epsilon}^{q}}{q} \int_{\Omega} \vert v_{\epsilon} \vert ^{q}\,dx \\ &\leq\Lambda+C\epsilon^{p(b(\mu)-\frac{N}{p}+1)}-\frac{\beta}{p}s_{0}^{p} \int_{\Omega} \vert v_{\epsilon} \vert ^{p} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha-p}\,dx -\frac{\lambda s_{0}^{q}}{q} \int_{\Omega} \vert v_{\epsilon} \vert ^{q}\,dx. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

Now, we consider the following cases:
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} C_{1} \epsilon^{p(b(\mu)-\frac{N}{p}+1)}-\lambda C_{2} \epsilon^{N+q(1-\frac{N}{p})} & =C_{1} \lambda^{\frac{p}{p-q}}-\lambda C_{2} \lambda^{\frac{N+q(1-\frac {N}{p})}{(p-q)(b(\mu)-\frac{N}{p}+1)}} \\ & =C_{1} \lambda^{\frac{p}{p-q}}-C_{2} \lambda^{\frac{N+q(1-\frac {N}{p})}{(p-q)(b(\mu)-\frac{N}{p}+1)}+1} \\ & =\lambda^{\frac{p}{p-q}}\bigl(C_{1}-C_{2} \lambda^{\frac{N-qb(\mu)}{(p-q)(b(\mu )-\frac{N}{p}+1)}}\bigr) \\ & < -D \lambda^{\frac{p}{p-q}}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} C_{1} \epsilon^{p(b(\mu)-\frac{N}{p}+1)}-\lambda C_{2} \epsilon^{N+q(1-\frac{N}{p})} \vert \ln\epsilon \vert & =C_{1} \lambda^{\frac{p}{p-q}}-\lambda C_{3} \lambda^{\frac{N+q(1-\frac {N}{p})}{(p-q)(b(\mu)-\frac{N}{p}+1)}} \vert \ln\lambda \vert \\ & =C_{1} \lambda^{\frac{p}{p-q}}-C_{3} \lambda^{\frac{N+q(1-\frac {N}{p})}{(p-q)(b(\mu)-\frac{N}{p}+1)}+1} \vert \ln\lambda \vert \\ & < \lambda^{\frac{p}{p-q}}\bigl(C_{1} -C_{3} \vert \ln \lambda \vert \bigr) \\ & < -D\lambda^{\frac{p}{p-q}}, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} C_{1} \epsilon^{p(b(\mu)-\frac{N}{p}+1)}-\lambda C_{2} \epsilon^{q(b(\mu)+1-\frac{N}{p})} & :=C_{1} \lambda^{\frac{pq}{p-q}}-\lambda C_{2} \lambda^{\frac{q}{p-q}} \\ & =\lambda^{\frac{p}{p-q}}\bigl(C_{1} \lambda^{\frac{pq-p}{p-q}}-C_{2} \bigr) \\ & < -D\lambda^{\frac{p}{p-q}}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Consequently, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof of main result {#Sec3}
====================
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Firstly, by Lemma [2.4](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}, we can know that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} &\int_{\Omega} \vert \nabla u_{*} \vert ^{p-2}\nabla u_{*}\cdot\nabla\phi-\mu \int _{\Omega}\frac{ \vert u_{*} \vert ^{p-2}u_{*}}{ \vert x \vert ^{p}}\phi \\ &\quad= \int_{\Omega } \vert u_{*} \vert ^{p^{*}-1}\phi +\lambda \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{*} \vert ^{q-1} \phi+\beta \int_{\Omega } \vert u_{*} \vert ^{p-1} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha-p} \phi \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ for all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Vert u_{n} \Vert ^{p} - \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{n} \vert ^{p^{*}}- \beta \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{n} \vert ^{p} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha -p}-\lambda \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{n} \vert ^{q} =0. $$\end{document}$$ Note that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lim_{n\rightarrow\infty} \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{n} \vert ^{p} \vert x \vert ^{\alpha-p}\,dx=0,\qquad \lim_{n\rightarrow\infty} \int_{\Omega} \vert u_{n} \vert ^{q} \,dx=0. $$\end{document}$$ Put $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the following, we prove that problem ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) has a second solution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec4}
===========

In this paper, we study the existence and multiplicity of positive solutions for the quasi-linear elliptic problem which consists of critical Sobolev exponent and a Hardy term.

The main conclusions of this work: Adding a linear perturbation in the nonlinear term of elliptic equation.The main challenge of this study is the lack of compactness of the embedding $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec5}
==========

In the future, a natural question is whether the multiplicity of positive solutions for ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) can be established with negative exponent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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